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Abstract 
This work presents a methodology, developed by the author and his group since 1990, for 
synthesizing the mechanisms of lost and/or incomplete ancient machines systematically. Based on 
author’s approach for the conceptual design of mechanisms proposed in 1980, this methodology 
converges and transforms specific knowledge obtained and divergent ideas initiated from the 
study of various ancient literature into design specifications, structural characteristics and design 
constraints in modern mechanism design to generate complete atlases of generalized chains and 
specialized chains. Then, it applies the mechanical evolution and variation method to have all 
possible reconstruction design concepts that meet the records of ancient literature and 
technological standards of the subjects’ time period. This methodology has been successfully 
applied for the reconstruction synthesis of the lost mechanisms of ancient Chinese south-pointing 
chariots in various dynasties, seismoscope (AD 132), escapement regulator (AD 1088) and walking 
machines (~500 BC), and ancient Greece's Antikythera mechanism (~100 BC). Before new proven 
historical archives are available, this methodology provides a logical and innovative tool for 
historians to target the long term idling problem regarding reconstruction synthesis of lost 
mechanisms in ancient machines and to further identify the possible original designs. 
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